Abstract. Several decompositions of, symmetric matrices for calculating inertia and solving systems of linear equations are discussed. New partial pivoting strategies for decomposing symmetric matrices are introduced and analyzed.
1. Introduction. In [5] Bunch and Parlett present an algorithm, called the diagonal pivoting method, for calculating the inertia of real symmetric or complex Hermitian matrices, and for solving systems of linear equations when the matrix is real symmetric, complex symmetric, or complex Hermitian. Using a pivoting strategy comparable to complete pivoting for Gaussian elimination, Bunch [2] shows that the diagonal pivoting method with this complete pivoting strategy is nearly as stable as Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting. (The bound on element growth is 3nf(n), cf. y/nf(n)ŵ here /(") = /rj t»/(*-DV/2 < l.6nW*»°*»;
the cost of stability is at least w3/12 but no more than «3/6 comparisons, cf. w3/3 comparisons, while requiring «3/6, cf. n3/3, multiplications and additions.)
In [3] Bunch discusses various partial pivoting strategies for the diagonal pivoting method which require only 0(n2) comparisons instead of 0(n3), although these increase element growth. In this paper we shall present and analyze several good partial pivoting algorithms for the diagonal pivoting method. In Section 2 we shall show that the diagonal pivoting method can be modified so that only n2 comparisons are needed but element growth.is now bounded by (2.57)"-1 (cf. 2"_1" for Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting). Thus, the diagonal pivoting method can solve annx/i nonsingular symmetric system of linear equations with n3/6 multiplications, n3/6 additions, <«2 comparisons, and n2/2 storage while Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting requires «3/3 multiplications, n3/3 additions, n2/2 comparisons, and n2 storage.
In Section 3 other variations of the algorithm are presented and analyzed. In Section 4 the situation for symmetric band matrices is discussed. We are unable to give an algorithm which preserves the band structure for every bandwidth 2m + 1.
However, we are able to give good algorithms for the important special cases when m = 1 and m = 2 (tridiagonal and five-diagonal).
We have included an appendix for those who are unfamiliar with the diagonal pivoting method. In the following sections we shall assume familiarity with the concepts in the appendix. Bunch and Parlett's pivoting strategy may be considered analogous to Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting. Unfortunately, there is no stable scheme exactly analogous to Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting; one cannot construct an algorithm for which there is a bound on the element growth of the sequence A^ when at each stage only one column of A^k' is examined (see [3] ). The method described in this section guarantees that the element growth in A^ is bounded while searching for the largest element in at most two columns in each A^k'. For future reference we call the strategy Algorithm A.
In Algorithm A, the matrix A^k~s^ is determined as follows:
(1) Determine X^, the absolute value of the largest off-diagonal element in absolute value in the first column of A^, i.e. X<fe> = max \A¡k)\.
2«;<fc
If X^ = 0, decrease k by 1 and return to 1. Let r be the least integer such that i4*>i = *(fc)- (2) If {A[k^\ > aX(k) where 0 < a < 1, perform a 1 x 1 pivot to obtain A^k~1', decrease k by 1 and return to (1) . We will show that a good value for a is (1 +VÏ7)/8. 
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (Recall that Arl is the largest off-diagonal element in the first column.) (4) If aX(fc)2 < L4(nVfc), then perform a 1 x 1 pivot to obtain A(k~l), decrease k by 1, and return to (1) . (We need this test to guarantee stability.) (5) If \A^\ > aa^, then interchange the first and rth rows and columns of A^k\ perform a 1 x 1 pivot with the new A^, decrease k by 1, and return to (1).
(6) Interchange the second and rth rows and columns of A^ so that \A$\ = X(fc\ perform a 2 x 2 pivot to obtain A^k~2\ decrease kby 2 and return to (1) . In order to compute A^k~2^, either E~l can be formed directly (as in [2] ) or E~XC{ can be formed by Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. The stability analysis is the same for each here, but the operation count is slightly higher (in the lower order terms) for the former and these are the operation counts that we give here.
Step (4) of the algorithm deserves an explanation. The step was designed to screen out a pathological case with 2x2 pivoting when the largest off-diagonal element in absolute value of the rth column was larger than that of the first column, i.e. when r/*) > }Sk\ In this case, step (4) is equivalent to:
scaling the first row and column of A^ so that the absolute value of the largest element in the first column of A^ is equal to a^ and repeating steps (1) and (2) on the scaled matrix.
In the absence of roundoff error, the reduced matrix A^k"s^ generated by Algorithm A and the one generated by using explicit scaling would be the same. If a 2 x 2 pivot had been performed when the test in step (4) dictated the use of a 1 x 1 pivot, then the element growth of A^k~2' could not be bounded a priori. Whenever X^fc' > r/fc\ the test in step (4) cannot be passed and one proceeds with step (5) .
Note that whenever a 2 x 2 pivot is used, after permuting A^k', we have A^A2k2< a2 \A2kJ |2 < l^yl2; thus a 2 x 2 block in D corresponds to a positive-negative pair of eigenvalues. This means that HA is positive definite then D will be diagonal.
We shall now analyze Algorithm A. Let ¡i = max1 <f <n \A¡A and «(,c) = max1<f i«ík\A¡p\ for each reduced matrix A^ that exists. (If A^ uses a 2 x 2 pivot then A^k~1^ does not exist.) Note that both X^ and a^ are less than or equal to pSk\
If a 1 x 1 pivot is used, after permuting A^k\ we have
so that by step (2) of Algorithm A, lit*"1) < u<k> + X«/a < pSk\\ + I/a);
by step (4), (2.2) "<*-») < u(fc) + \W2l\A<ft\ < u(Ä) + oik)/a < /i(fc)(l + 1/a); and by step (5),
If a 2 x 2 pivot is used, after permuting A^, we have
Since l/lftV0 < aX(fc)2 by step (4) The comparison count is much less for Algorithm A than for the complete pivoting scheme, and in practice this fact has had a much larger impact than originally anticipated, sometimes cutting the execution time by about 40%. In the complete pivoting scheme, at each stage of the algorithm the largest element in the current submatrix is determined and the comparison count is bounded by n3/6 and «2/2 + n/3 (see [2] ), while in Algorithm A at most two columns are searched and the comparison count is at most n2 -1.
The table given below gives upper bounds for the number of operations and storage space required for solving Ax = b by Algorithm A, Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting and Aasen's tri diagonal algorithm [1] . In the table the decomposition phase for Aasen includes only the reduction to tridiagonal form. The LU decomposition of the tridiagonal matrix is included in the solution phase.
3. Variations of the Algorithm. 3.1 Estimating ß^k\ For small n, we can construct examples for which the element growth bound of (2.57)"_1/¿ for Algorithm A of Section 2 is attained. However, we have been unable to construct an example for arbitrary n which reaches (2.57)"_1u. Furthermore, as with Gaussian élimination with partial pivoting, large growth does not seem to occur in practice. Nevertheless, one would like to have a quick method for obtaining an estimate of pSk^ so that whenever the element growth is excessive, a switch can be made to the slower executing complete pivoting scheme of Bunch and Parlett [5] , for which the element growth is bounded by \Jnf(n)c(ayi(n, a) where f(n) = fl£=2(A:1/(k_1))1/2 which grows slowly like n(i/4)iog(n\and c(a)h(n, a) < 3y/n for a0 = (1 + VÏ7)/8.
Businger [6] has presented an inexpensive algorithm for monitoring the growth in Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. Because of the symmetry of our decomposition, Businger's idea is very satisfying when applied to Algorithm A.
According to (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) when a 1 x 1 pivot is used to find ^(fc_1\
According to (2.6), when a 2 x 2 pivot is used to find A^k~2>>, In Algorithm C,.^*-^ is determined as follows: (1 (6) Interchange the second and rth rows and columns oï A^k' so that |>l2k^| = X^ and perform a 2 x 2 pivot to obtain A^k~2\ decrement k by 2 and return to (1) .
Because the maximum element of a positive-definite matrix is on the diagonal, when Algorithm C is applied to a positive-definite matrix A, one obtains the decomposition PAP1 = MDM1 with \MtA < 1. For some applications this is very desirable.
Unfortunately, on most problems, Algorithm C is more costly than Algorithm A because at each stage the diagonal is searched and extra interchanges might be required. In Algorithm A between n2/2 + 0(ri) and n2 + 0(n) comparisons are needed to determine the pivot strategy while in Algorithm C between 3«2/4 + 0(n) and 3n2/2 + 0(n) comparisons are needed to determine the pivot strategy. The bound on element growth in A^ for Algorithm C is the same as for Algorithm A. When solving a system of equations with A, Algorithm C will probably give a smaller error than Algorithm A. In Algorithm D, A^-k~^ is determined as follows:
(1) Determine X(k) = \A$\ = max2</<fc|>íí(f)l. For m > 2, one must concede that the band structure might be ruined. In Section 4.2 we discuss the tridiagonal case (m = 1) and in Section 4.3 we present an algorithm for the five-diagonal case (m = 2).
Tridiagonal
Matrices. Let £ be a symmetric tridiagonal matrix, i.e. Tu = 0 for \i -/| > 1. Of the many algorithms that have been proposed to solve Tx = b, Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting has proved the least time-consuming. However, Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting does not preserve symmetry. In [3] Bunch has proposed a symmetry preserving algorithm which can be used to determine the inertia of T as well as solve a system of equations. Like those given in Sections 2 and 3, the algorithm finds the MDM1 decomposition of (1.1) by generating a sequence of tridiagonal matrices £^k* of order k. We show the first step which is typical:
Let a be a fixed number such that 0 < a < 1.
(1) If \T11\> a\T2112, then use a 1 x 1 pivot to generate 7*"-1*.
(2) If |rn|< a|£21|2, then use a 2 x 2 pivot to generate T(n~2). Bunch [3] shows that the bound on element growth is minimized when a = (\/5 -l)/(2«) where u = max1<f/<n|£(..|. With this value of a, max i <;,/<* ir<*>|<ÍLb¿9 it- Table 4 .2 gives the operation counts and storage requirements for Bunch's algorithm [3] and Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. When storage is crucial, Bunch's algorithm [3] is preferable to Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. Bunch's algorithm entails examining the whole matrix to compute ju before determining a. When the whole matrix cannot fit in main storage or when it is not necessary to obtain the complete decomposition, searching through the whole matrix Here a is simply ((y/5 -l)/2).
The bound on element growth with this modification is the same, but the decomposition now requires An + p multiplications and 3w/2 + 3p/2 comparisons.
Bunch's original algorithm can be modified slightly to obtain an operation count closer to that of Gaussian elimination when solving linear equations. The modification involves realizing that one need not construct the MDM1 decomposition explicitly but only that part of the decomposition which is useful in solving linear equations.
To solve Ax = b, one solves Mc = b for c, Dy = c for y and Mtx = y for x.
Let us assume that the first block of D is 2 x 2 and hence one may write y2 = (ßc2-cx)/5 and yx = (c2 -D22y2)/D21, where ß = Diï/D21 and 6 = D22ß -D21. The quantities ß and S are also needed in the decomposition phase since M31 = ~T32/8 and M32 = ßM31. To decrease the operation count we suggest saving ß in place of Dt j and storing 6 separately. The computation requirements for this modified algorithm is given in the second column of Table 4 .1.
Five-Diagonal
Matrices. In this section we consider two methods for a symmetric indefinite five-diagonal matrix F, i.e. F(-. = 0 for \i -j\ > 2. Such a matrix arises during the solution of partial differential equations with periodic boundary conditions. As in the case of tridiagonal matrices, Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting is still the least time-consuming stable algorithm for solving Fx = b, but it destroys symmetry.
In this section we describe two symmetry-preserving algorithms, E and F, which, for an irreducible matrix F, determine matrices P, M, and D such that The algorithms follow the ideas used in Sections 2 and 3 and generate a sequence of five-diagonal matrices F^k' of order k. They were designed so that the bound on the element growth of F^k* is independent of k and the operation count is kept low.
Both algorithms have the same bound on element growth. The bound on the , operation count for Algorithm E is slightly higher than that of Algorithm F, but in Algorithm E the probability of attaining the bound is less.
The first step of each algorithm is typical.
Algorithm E. (1) \î \F2X\> \F3l\, then let a = max(|F211, |F32|, |F42|). (2) If |F2 x | < |F311 then do the same as (2) in Algorithm E.
Step (lb) in each algorithm was included to ensure that the bound on IF^*! would be independent of k. In Algorithm F step (la) was included so that the bound on l/'ft*! would be independent of k. The bound on element growth for each algorithm is minimized for a = 0.52542 (see [4] ), and then |F¿k*| < 23.88 max1<(./<"F//|.
The operation count for each algorithm is largest when rows and columns are interchanged. The bound on the operation count is slightly higher for Algorithm E since more checking is done before the algorithm concedes that one must interchange rows and columns before performing a 1 x 1 pivot. But because of the extra checks, the bound will not be attained as often as it would be in Algorithm F.
In Table 4 .2, p is the number of 1 x 1 pivots. If storage is crucial, Algorithm E or F should be used rather than Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. For Algorithm F, the bounds on the multiplication, addition, and comparison count cannot all be attained simultaneously. The bounds on multiplications and additions are attained only if all 1 x 1 pivots are done in (lb) and all the 2 x 2's in (2b).
In this case at most 5(« + p)/2 comparisons can be done. The bound on the comparison count is attained only if all 1 x 1 pivots are done in (lc) and all the 2 x 2's in (Id). In this case 9n -2p additions and 15« -p multiplications are needed to solve a system of equations.
Appendix. There are several decompositions of symmetric matrices, e.g. symmetric triangular factorization (the LDL1 decomposition) [10] , the Cholesky decomposition [10] , the diagonal pivoting decomposition [2] , [3] , [5] , the tridiagonal decomposition [1] , [9] and the orthogonal decomposition [10] ; there are analogous decompositions of Hermitian matrices. The decomposition used depends on the problem to be solved, e.g. solving systems of linear equations, calculating inertia, or finding eigensystems. In the following, we will, in general, discuss the symmetric case only; the Hermitian case follows by replacing t (transpose) by * (complex conjugate) throughout.
(Note that |x| represents absolute value of a real number x in the real symmetric case and modulus of a complex number x in the complex symmetric or Hermitian case.)
When solving systems of linear equations where the coefficient matrix A is nonsingular and symmetric, we may always neglect the symmetry of A and use Gaussian elimination (triangular factorization). This requires «3/3 multiplications, n3/3 additions, <«2/2 comparisons, and n2 + n storage to obtain the triangular factorization of a permutation of A, i.e. PA = LU where £ is unit lower triangular, U is upper triangular, and F is a permutation matrix. Thus, if we want to solve Ax = b, we solve Ly = Pb for y and then Ux =y for x, each requiring n2/2 multiplications and «2/2 additions.
Can we take advantage of the symmetry of A to solve Ax = b in n3/6 multiplications and w3/6 additions?
If the LU decomposition of A exists when A is symmetric, then U = DL1, where D is diagonal, and A = LDL1 can be computed with «3/6 multiplications, «3/6 additions, and «2/2 storage. However, the LDL1 decomposition of A need not exist, e.g.
In fact, the LDL1 decomposition oí PAP1 need not exist for any permutation matrix P, e.g. [° 0].
But if A is also positive definite or negative definite (x*Ax > 0, or xtAx < 0, respectively, for all x J= 0), then the LDL1 decomposition of A exists. If A is positive definite, then £>,-, > 0 for each /, and A = LL1 where £ = LD1'2 and £>1/2 = diag{\/Dlv . . . , \/Dnn}', this is the Cholesky decomposition. If A is real symmetric indefinite (A has at least one positive and one negative eigenvalue, i.e. there exist x and y such that x1Ax > 0 and ytAy < 0), then these methods can fail (and can be unstable in finite precision arithmetic [5, pp. 643-645] ).
Since an « x n real symmetric (or complex Hermitian) matrix A has only real eigenvalues [10] , let u, v, w be the number of positive, negative, zero eigenvalues, respectively. The triple (u, v, w) is called the inertia of A, while s = u -v is called the signature of A. But n = u + v + w is the order of A and r = u + v is the rank of A. Thus, u -lA(r + s),v -Vi(r -s), and w = n -r. Knowing the order, rank, and signature of a real symmetric (or complex Hermitian) matrix A is equivalent to knowing the inertia of A. If A is nonsingular, then w = 0 and r = n, so knowing the inertia is equivalent to knowing the signature. Note that in the inertia problem we are seeking only the signs of the eigenvalues, not the eigenvalues themselves, and hence we seek some method that would be faster than calculating all the eigenvalues (cf. Cottle [7] ). (If A is complex symmetric, then its eigenvalues are not necessarily real, so we do not have the concept of inertia in this case.) Suppose A = LDL1, where £ is unit lower triangular and D is diagonal. We shall show below that u, v, w are equal to the number of positive, negative, and zero elements, respectively, on the diagonal of D. Since it requires only n3/6 multiplications to compute the LDL1 decomposition, this is much less work than calculating the eigenvalues.
The theoretical foundation for calculating inertia is provided by Sylvester's Inertia Theorem [8, pp. 371-372] ; the inertia of a real symmetric (or complex Hermitian) matrix is invariant under nonsingular congruences, i.e. if A is real symmetric (or complex Hermitian) and S is nonsingular, then A and SAS1 (SAS*) have the same inertia, and hence the same rank and signature.
The classical method for calculating the inertia of a real symmetric matrix is based on Lagrange's method for the reduction of a quadratic form to a diagonal form.
If A is an n x n matrix and x is an «-vector, then we say that ip(x) = x1Ax = 2Znj=lAijX¡Xj is a quadratic form. If A is of rank r, then we say that <^(x) is a quadratic form of rank r. Note that B = lA(A + A1) is symmetric and xfBx = xfAx. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that A is symmetric. Lagrange's method is equivalent to choosing S to be of order 2 so that SfES = D is diagonal. If we use F as a block pivot in A and perform a block decomposition, then the reduced matrix is B -CE-1 Cf= B -CSD~1S1C1. Thus we need not find a 2 x 2 matrix S which diagonalizes E, but we can perform a block decomposition with the 2x2 submatrix E. If the diagonal of A is null, then there exists a nonsingular principal 2x2 submatrix unless A = 0.
However, the above decomposition also exists for complex symmetric matrices. Hence, given any symmetric matrix A, there exists a permutation matrix P such that PAP1 = MDM1, where M is unit lower triangular, D is block diagonal with blocks of order 1 or 2, and Mi+1 ¡ = 0 whenever Di+1 ¡ =£ 0. In finite precision arithmetic on a computer, in order to maintain stability and insure a good solution we must prevent large growth in the elements of the reduced matrices generated during the decomposition process [5] , [10] . Hence, we will want to use 2x2 pivots whenever the diagonal is small as well as whenever the diagonal is null [5] , [10] . Our knowledge of the inertia will be preserved as long as the determinant of each 2x2 pivot remains negative when A is real symmetric or complex Hermitian. Based on the above method, called the diagonal pivoting method, Bunch [2] showed that inertia can be calculated and nonsingular real symmetric, complex symmetric, and complex Hermitian systems of linear equations can be solved by only n3/6 multiplications, n3/6 additions, and n2/2 storage. The method is almost as stable as Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting. The price paid for stability is >n3/l2 but <«3/6 comparisons. Since we must search for the largest element in each reduced matrix, this is a complete pivoting strategy analogous to Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting. Furthermore, Bunch [2] proves that the element growth in the diagonal pivoting method with complete pivoting is bounded by 3nf(n) in comparison with \/nf(n) for Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting, where m = ( n *1/(*-1)Y/2 < i-saiC/4*'08".
